
!!! AROO !!! 

Spartans, we did incredible 110.000 pictures of you in action! 

In media there are about 25 pictures per person! 

We could not recognize all your race-numbers, but don´t worry: you will find ALL your pictures 

easily if you follow the Spartan-Sportograf-Code: 

1. We call the pictures with unrecognized race-numbers "unsorted pictures" 

2. Every Spartan can add "unsorted pictures" showing him to his already ordered Foto-Flat package 

free of charge! No stress: this will work also years after your order! 

3. "Unsorted pictures" are sorted in chronological order in categories. Each category is showing the 

pictures of one foto-spot/obstacle. 

4. You can simplify the search within the "unsorted pictures" by choosing a reasonabe timeframe. 

Please use daytime in 24hour format. Example: from 13:15 till 13:25 

5. This FILE (right click -> download) is sorted by first name and will show you your race-number 

(if you forgot it) PLUS the daytime of your Start + obstacle 4, obstacle 13, obstacle 16 and finish 

line. This is the MAP of the course which is helpful as well. 

6.  If you i.e. search your "unsorted pictures" of the obstacle 3 and 5 -> just check your time at 

obstacle 4 and try to estimate your time for the respective distance 3->4 and 4->5 

7.  Spartans mostly work together and run in groups! Are you missing some pictures at a nice 

obstacle? Check the Foto-Flats of your fellows. If you find their pictures there, remember the time-

stamp shown unterneath every picture. With this daytime you will find your pictures super easy 

8. Each Foto-Flat package contains all personal pictures + 49 beautiful general impression pictures 

of the event and will come in hi-res and facebook resolution. The facebook pictures will be 

watermarked with a Spartan Race logo. 

9. You totally lost your race-number and there is no picture at all when searching by your race-

number? Email us picture numbers of pictures you´ve found within "unsorted pictures", we will 

gladly assign those to your race-number! 

10. We would like to thank you for being out there with us. We gladly accept your constructive 

critisism. But: please understand that we cannot offer all this images for free as it was hell of work 

(2 days and 2 nights) which must be paid. We hope you like our Foto-Flat offer and we look 

forward to meet you again at another Spartan Race this year. AROO !!! 

http://www.sportograf.com/diverse/spartan_munich_times_racenumbers.pdf
http://www.sportograf.com/diverse/Spartan_Munich_Streckenplan.pdf

